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1997 astronauts on the space shuttle discovery brought the hubble space telescope aboard for a tune up the tune up allowed the telescope to see

further into the universe 1997 the dow jones industrial average passed the 7 000 mark for the first time the day ended at 7 022 44
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on february 13 henry rollins peter gabriel william b shockley were born and richard wagner antonin scalia catherine howard died
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on february 13 1913 the 13th dalai lama issued a proclamation that asserted tibet s independence from china this historic declaration came after a

tumultuous period in the region s history marked by aggressive incursions and interference by qing dynasty forces in tibetan affairs
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february 13th has seen pivotal historical events scientific breakthroughs and cultural milestones that continue to shape our world today from the burning

of renaissance art to the birth of adobe photoshop this day holds significant importance in history
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in the glen coe highlands of scotland thirty eight members of the macdonald clan are murdered by soldiers of the neighboring campbell clan for not

pledging allegiance to william of orange ironically the pledge had been made but not communicated to the clans the event is remembered as the

massacre of glencoe
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the thirteenth century scholar johannes de sacrobosco claimed that in the julian calendar february had 30 days in leap years from 45 bc until 8 bc when
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setsubun held at the beginning of february setsubun marks the start of spring in japan it s a traditional custom that is still observed by many either at

home or at gatherings at shrines and temples the meaning behind the event is to welcome good fortune in the coming spring
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